AACPM Office of Graduate Services

Introduction to MP II
We at CASPR are happy to introduce to you a new service that we shall be officially launching in spring
2015. Beginning in March, you will be able to avail our newest development, MP II. This program runs to
efficiently and effectively replace scramble. In March, Match week begins with the releasing of the
CASPR Match results to applicants and programs. Every year there are positions that go unmatched. A
residency program with unfilled positions tries to fill those positions with unmatched applicants. MP II,
an acronym for Match Phase Two, is a structured process after the initial Match. MP II is the offer and
acceptance of unfilled positions within six rounds. MP II provides an opportunity for unmatched
applicants to find a position. Many positions fill within the first round.
MP II goes live March 2015. We have demos, presentations and CRIP CME workshops available to help
you get acclimated to this new process. As an applicant, it is important for you to know that a series of six
offer rounds take place. At the beginning of each round, an offer goes out for each position that a
program has available, based on the ranking list provided. Applicants have two hours to accept or
decline the position. At the end of the two hours, any position that has not been accepted will be
automatically declined.
Match Week Below:
Monday11AM - Applicants and programs are notified if they matched, affirming where and with
whom. The list of unmatched positions is released. Applicants who are unmatched can
update and resubmit their application to begin designating programs.
Monday 6PM - Applications are delivered to programs. Programs begin reviewing applications and
conducting phone interviews.
Tuesday 11AM - Ranking lists open for programs. They rank as many applicants as they are willing
to take in numerical order.
Wednesday 11:30AM- Ranking lists due.
12:00PM- Round one begins.
2:00PM- Round one ends
3:00PM- Round two begins.
5:00PM- Round two ends.
Thursday
9:00AM- Round three begins.
11:00AM- Round three ends.
12:00PM- Round four begins.
2:00PM- Round four ends.
3:00PM- Round five begins.
5:00PM- Round five ends.
Friday
9:00AM- Round six begins.
11:00AM- Round six ends.
3:00PM- MP II Results released.





Acceptance during the online MP II process is binding, like the CASPR Match.
Applicants are not allowed to contact programs directly prior to the program contacting them.
Students and previous graduates who did not participate in CASPR are not eligible to
participate in the MP II process.
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